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1 IntroductionIf the solution of a partial dierential equation has dierent behaviour in dierent spacedirections then it is an obvious idea to reect this in a nite element approximation by us-ing a family of meshes with dierent mesh sizes in dierent directions, so-called anisotropicmeshes. Applications include the approximation of edge and interface singularities in dif-fusion dominated problems (Poisson type equations, Lame system) [1, 3], of boundary andinterior layers arising in convection-dominated problems [2, 10, 13, 15, 20, 21], of solutionsof problems with strongly anisotropic material parameters, and of functions with dierentspace and time behaviour [8].However, the majority of papers in nite element theory and applications does not con-sider anisotropic elements, they are often explicitely excluded. As to the authors' knowledge,commercial nite element codes do not allow to use such elongated or attened elements.Some reasons for this may be a lack in the classical nite element theory or the instance thatanisotropic elements must be applied more carefully than isotropic ones for a good approx-imation. In this paper, we want to contribute to the theoretical foundation of anisotropicnite elements and to show an application of them.For an introduction into the eld we recall that the proof of nite element approximationproperties is usually based on the knowledge of local interpolation error estimates. Here, weconsider simplicial elements e  IRd, d = 2; 3, and Lagrangian interpolation in spaces Pk ofpolynomials of maximal degree k  1. The interpolant I(k)h v of a continuous function v isuniquely determined by (I(k)h v)(x(i)) = v(x(i)), i = 1; : : : ; n, n = dimPk =  k+dd , where x(i)are the nodal points of the element e.In the classical interpolation theory, see for example [7], it is proved that for v 2W k+1;p(e), p 2 [1;1] and m = 0; : : : ; k, there holdsjv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)j  C% me hk+1e jv;W k+1;p(e)j; (1.1)where he and %e denote the diameters of the nite element e and of the largest inscribed ballin e, respectively, and W k;p( : ) are the usual Sobolev spaces with the seminorm j : ;W k;p( : )j,see Section 2. Clearly, the assumption of a bounded aspect ratio,he=%e  CA; (1.2)which is equivalent to Zlamal's minimal angle condition, leads to the well-known estimatejv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)j  CIhk+1 me jv;W k+1;p(e)j (1.3)and the expectation that CI would grow with CmA . Consequently, anisotropic elements witha very large (he  %e) or even unbounded (he=%e ! 1 for he ! 0) aspect ratio were notconsidered for m  1.Yet in the mid-seventies the proof of (1.3) had been improved for some special cases of d,k, m, and p. The condition (1.2) was relaxed to a maximal angle condition (see Section 2)in [4] for d = 2, k = 1; 2; 3, m = 1, p = 2, and in [9] for d = 2; 3, k = 1; 2; : : :, m = 0; : : : ; k,p 2 [1;1], k+1 m > d=p for p <1, k+1 m  0 for p =1. For some of these cases theassumptions were reformulated in [11, 12]. We remark that the case d = 2, k = m = 1, p =1was already proved in 1957 [19]. Nevertheless these results were rarely applied because thepossible advantage of using elements with dierent diameters in dierent directions was notexploited, only the largest of them is used in (1.3).This remedy was removed in [1] by proving sharper (anisotropic) interpolation errorestimates in the cases d = 2; 3, m = 1, and general k and p using a generalization ofthe Bramble-Hilbert theory [5, 6]. Here, the maximal angle condition and an additionalcoordinate system condition (see Section 2) are necessary. In [1], non-Lagrangian elementsand rectangular elements were considered as well, and an application to edge singularities2
he;2 he;1Eehe;3he;1Eehe;2 Figure 2.1: Illustration of the denition of the element related mesh sizes.is given. We remark that the case d = 2, m = 0, k = 1, p = 2 was already treated in [16].Anisotropic interpolation error estimates for functions from certain weighted Sobolev spaceswere derived and applied in [3] (d = 3, m = 1, k = 1, p > 2). Moreover, anisotropic errorestimates for meshes of tensor product type were used in the context of adaptive algorithmsin [17, 18].The outline of the paper is as follows: After the introduction of some notation we derive inSection 3 a slight extension of the classical inverse inequality which is useful in our applicationof anisotropic elements in stabilized Galerkin methods. In Section 4 we extend the localinterpolation error estimates of [1] to general m = 0; 1; : : : ; k (Theorem 4.2). A particularcontribution is that we consider more detailed than in [1] the choice of the reference elementsin three dimensions and the transformation to them (Appendix) which leads to an equivalentbut more geometrical assumption on the admissible nite elements (maximal angle condition,coordinate system condition) than the more abstract setting in [1]. Moreover, we establishwith Theorem 4.3 a weak anisotropic interpolation error estimate which holds also in theexceptional cases of Theorem 4.2. The results are summarized in Corollary 4.4 and allowalso the statement of estimates in the form (1.3) for all these cases (Corollary 4.5). InSection 5, we prove the density of the family of nite element spaces in W 1;2(
) in the caseof anisotropic meshes.All these results are applied in the numerical analysis of stabilized Galerkin methods ongeneral meshes in [2]. The main results of that paper are summarized in Section 6. Somenumerical examples show the practical applicability of anisotropic meshes. In the last sectionwe discuss the necessity of the maximal angle condition and the coordinate system condition.2 NotationTo take advantage of the dierent sizes of the element e in dierent directions we introducethe following notation, compare Figure 2.1. For e  IR2 let Ee be the longest edge of e. Thenwe denote by h1;e  meas1(Ee) its length and by h2;e  2meas2(e)=h1;e the diameter of eperpendicularly to Ee. In the three-dimensional case, we proceed by analogy. Let again Eebe the longest edge of e, and let Fe be the larger of the two faces of e with Ee  F e. Then wedenote by h1;e  meas1(Ee) the length of Ee, by h2;e  2meas2(Fe)=h1;e the diameter of Feperpendicularly to Ee, and by h3;e  6meas3(e)=(h1;eh2;e) the diameter of e perpendicularlyto Fe. Note that for the element sizes the relation h1;e  : : :  hd;e holds and that theelement has the volume 1d!h1;e   hd;e.Introduce further an element related Cartesian coordinate system (x1;e; x2;e; x3;e) suchthat (0; 0; 0) is a vertex of ê, Ee is part of the x1;e{axis, and Fe is part of the x1;e; x2;e{plane. For deriving interpolation error estimates we have to assume that the elements fullla maximal angle condition, see also [1, 4, 9, 11, 12] for equivalent formulations.Maximal angle condition (2D): There is a constant  <  (independent of h and e 2Th) such that the maximal interior angle e of any element e is bounded by  : e  :3
Maximal angle condition (3D): There is a constant  <  (independent of h and e 2Th) such that the maximal interior angle F;e of the four faces as well as the maximalangle E;e between two faces of any element e is bounded by  : F;e  ; E;e  :For anisotropic estimates we need additionally a coordinate system condition.Coordinate system condition (2D): The element related coordinate system (x1;e; x2;e)can be transformed into the discretization independent coordinate system (x1; x2) viaa translation and a rotation by an angle  e, where j sin ej  Ch2;e=h1;e:Coordinate system condition (3D): The transformation of the element related coordi-nate system (x1;e; x2;e; x3;e) into the discretization independent system (x1; x2; x3) canbe determined as a translation and three rotations around the xj;e-axes by angles j;e (j = 1; 2; 3), wherej sin 1;ej  Ch3=h2; j sin 2;ej  Ch3=h1; j sin 3;ej  Ch2=h1: (2.1)Finally, let Wm;p(e) (m 2 IN; p 2 [1;1]) be the usual Sobolev spaces with the norm andthe special seminormkv;Wm;p(e)k  8<: Xjjm Ze jDvjpdx9=;1=p ; jv;Wm;p(e)j  8<: Xjj=m Ze jDvjpdx9=;1=p ;and the usual modication for p =1. We use a multi-index notation with = (1; : : : ; d); jj = 1 + : : :+ d; D = @1@x11    @d@xdd ; he = h11;e   hdd;ethe numbers i (i = 1; : : : ; d) are non-negative integers.Note that we use the symbol C for a generic positive constant, that means, C may beof dierent value at each occurrence. But C is always independent of the function underconsideration, of the nite element mesh, and in Section 6 particularly of ". On the contrary,some constants are indexed with a letter for later reference to them.3 Inverse inequalitiesWe start with a lemma which the desired estimate can be derived from.Lemma 3.1 For v 2 Pk(e), k 2 IN arbitrary, and p 2 [1;1], the estimate @v@xi ;Lp(e)  Ch 1i;e kv;Lp(e)k; i = 1; : : : ; d; (3.1)holds if and only if the coordinate system condition is satised for the element e.Proof The transformation xi;e = hi;e~xi;e (i = 1; : : : ; d) transforms e to an element ~e ofwhich the largest inner ball has a diameter of order one. Thus we get from Theorem 3.2.6.of [7] (isotropic inverse inequality) @~v@~xi;e ;Lp(~e)  j~v;W 1;p(~e)j  Ck~v;Lp(~e)k; i = 1; : : : ; d;and after transforming back @v@xi;e ;Lp(e)  Ch 1i;e kv;Lp(e)k; i = 1; : : : ; d: (3.2)4
Assume that the coordinate system condition is satised, and consider the two-dimen-sional case. Then we have with (3.2) @v@x1 ;Lp(e)  j cos ej  @v@x1;e ;Lp(e)+ j sin ej  @v@x2;e ;Lp(e) C  h 11;e + Ch2;eh1;eh 12;e! kv;Lp(e)k= Ch 11;ekv;Lp(e)k:The derivative @v@x2 and the three-dimensional case can be treated by analogy.The necessity of the coordinate system condition is shown by an example. Considerthe triangle with the vertices (0; 0), (h1; 0), (0; h2) in the element related coordinate system(x1;e; x2;e) and the function v = x2;e. Then we havekv;Lp(e)kp = Ze xp2;e dxe = 1(p+1)(p+2)h1;ehp+12;e @v@x1 ;Lp(e)p = Ze cos e @v@x1;e   sin e @v@x2;e p dxe = j sin ejph1;eh2;e:Hence, (3.1) implies j sin ej  Ch2;e=h1;e. 2Corollary 3.2 Assume that for the element e the coordinate system condition holds. Thenfor v 2 Pk, k 2 IN arbitrary, the estimatekv;Lp(e)k  C  dXi=1 h pi;e  @v@xi ;Lp(e)p!1=p (3.3)holds for any p 2 [1;1].Proof Use Lemma 3.1 for w = @v@xi , i = 1; : : : ; d. 2Note that the particular resultkv;Lp(e)k  Csh 1d;e jv;W 1;p(e)j (3.4)can be proved without the coordinate system condition because the Laplace operator isindependent of a rotation of the coordinate system, and the change in the seminorm (whichappears for p 6= 2) during a rotation is bounded by a positive factor which depends only ond and p.4 Local interpolation error estimatesFor the proof of error estimates of the formkD(v   I(k)h v); Lp(e)k  CX Xjj=jjhkD+v; Lp(e)kwe proceed in the usual way: (1) transformation of the left-hand side to some referenceelement ê, (2) estimation of the error on the reference element ê, (3) transformation of theright-hand side to the element e. We recall that the transformation can be realized byx = F (y) = By + b (4.1)with B 2 IRdd, b 2 IRd, d = 2; 3, e = F (ê), and that this is done to get estimates withpowers of h and a constant which is independent of the actual element. Hence, we can also5
use a nite number of reference elements. The choice of appropriate elements ê is discussedin Appendix A. Each reference element has the property that for each axis of the coordinatesystem (y1; : : : ; yd) there is one edge of ê  IRd that has length one and is parallel to thisaxis. We will use this in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (error estimation on ê). In Appendix Awe prove the following feature of the transformation matrix B = (bij)di;j=1 from (4.1): If anelement e fullls the maximal angle condition and the coordinate system condition, then onecan choose a reference element ê such thatjbjkj  C minfhj;e; hk;eg; j; k = 1; : : : ; d;b( 1)jk   C minfh 1j;e ; h 1k;eg; j; k = 1; : : : ; d; 9=; (4.2)where b( 1)jk are the elements of B 1. This property is suitable for transforming the normsfrom ê to e, as we will see in the proof of Theorem 4.2. | After these considerations we areprepared to prove the error estimates.Theorem 4.1 Let ê  IRd, d = 2; 3, be one of the reference elements introduced above, andI(k)v̂ be the Lagrangian interpolant of v̂ 2 W k+1;p(ê) with polynomials of order k. Then forany multi-index  with jj  k the estimatekD(v̂   I(k)v̂);Lp(ê)k  CjD v̂;W k+1 jj;p(ê)j (4.3)holds if and only ifd = 2 or  62 f(k; 0; : : : ; 0); : : : ; (0; : : : ; 0; k)g or p > 2: (4.4)Note thatD is always related to the coordinate system under consideration: (x1; : : : ; xd),(y1; : : : ; yd) or (x1;e; : : : ; xd;e), for exampleDv  @ jjv@1x1   @1xd and D v̂  @ jjv̂@1y1   @1yd ;where v(x) = v(F (y)) = v̂(x). Because this is always obvious, we omit a further index.Proof The proof is a slight extension of Theorem 1 in [1], where jj = 1 is assumed.We use Lemma 3 of that paper with P = Pk, Q = Pk jj, that means, it remains to ndlinear functionals fi 2 (W k+1 jj;p(ê))0, i = 1; : : : ; J , J = dimPk jj =  k jj+dd , with theproperties fi(DI(k)v̂) = fi(D v̂); i = 1; : : : ; J; for all v̂ 2 W k+1;p(ê); (4.5)if all fi; i = 1; : : : ; J; vanish on some q 2 Pk jj; then q = 0: (4.6)We will illustrate this choice in four typical examples, all other cases are then canonical. Inall cases one can prove (4.5) owing to v̂(y) = I(k)v̂(y) in the nodal points. For the illustrationwe choose the reference tetrahedron ê with the vertices (0; 0; 0), (1; 0; 0), (0; 1; 0), and (1; 0; 1),and k = 3, see Figure 4.1. A cubic element is chosen because all four cases can be explainedonly for k  3.(i) For  = (2; 0; 0) we have J = dimP1 = 4 and we choosef1(w) = 13R0 13+R w(y1; 0; 0) dy1d; f2(w) = 23R13 13+R w(y1; 0; 0) dy1d;f3(w) = 13R0 13+R w(y1; 13 ; 0) dy1d; f4(w) = 23R13 13+R w(y1; 0; 13) dy1d:6
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y3
Figure 4.1: Nodes for a cubic tetrahedral element.For q = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y3 the functionals have the valuesf1(q) = 127(3a0 + a1); f2(q) = 127(3a0 + 2a1);f3(q) = 127(3a0 + a1 + a2); f4(q) = 127(3a0 + 2a1 + a3);which obviously vanish only for a0 = a1 = a2 = a3 = 0: Due to trace theorems we havejfi(w)j  Ckw;L1(line)k  Ckw;W 1;1(face)k  Ckw;W 2;1(ê)k  Ckw;W 2;p(ê)kfor any p  1, and all desired properties are proved.(ii) For  = (1; 1; 0) we choosef1(w) = 13R0 13R0 w(y1; y2; 0) dy2dy1; f2(w) = 23R13 13R0 w(y1; y2; 0) dy2dy1;f3(w) = 13R0 23R13 w(y1; y2; 0) dy2dy1; f4(w) = 23R13 13R0 w(y1; y2; 13) dy2dy1;and proceed as above.(iii) For  = (3; 0; 0) we have J = 1 and choosef(w) = 13R0 13+R 13+R w(y1; 0; 0) dy1dd:The main dierence to (i) is that this functional is bounded in W 1;p(ê) only for p > 2.The counterexample for p  2 in [1, page 283] extends in an obvious way to our case: Forv"(y) = (1 minf1; " ln j ln(r=e)jg) y31, r = (y22 + y23)1=2, there holdsv"(j  13 ; 0; 0) = 0 (j = 0; : : : ; 3); I(k)v"(y1; 0; 0) = 0; @3I(k)v"@y31 = 0;@3v"@y31 = 1 minf1; " ln j ln(r=e)j) "!0 ! 1 pointwise in ê:That means Ẑe  @3@y31 (v"   I(k)v")p dy "!0 ! meas3(ê) = 16but @3v@y31 ;W 1;p(ê)p  C" 1Z0 r p+1j ln(r=e)j pdr| {z }bounded for p2 "!0 ! 0:7
(iv) For  = (2; 1; 0) we choosef(w) = 13R0 13+R 13R0 w(y1; y2; 0) dy2dy1dand nd that this functional is bounded in W 1;p(ê) for all p  1. 2We consider now a general element e  IRd, d = 2; 3, in the discretization independentcoordinate system and transform the estimate (4.3). In order to indicate that the inter-polation properties depend on the mesh, we index now the interpolation operator with anh.Theorem 4.2 Assume that the element e fullls the maximal angle condition and the coor-dinate system condition. Then for the dierence between a function v 2 W k+1;p(e) and itsLagrangian interpolant I(k)h v 2 Pk(e) the estimatekD(v   I(k)h v);Lp(e)kp  C Xjj=k+1 jj Xjj=jjhpe kD+v;Lp(e)kp (4.7)holds if d = 2 or jj < k or p > 2.Proof From (4.2) we obtain the relations @v@xk;e  =  dXj=1 @v@yj @yj@xk;e   dXj=1 b( 1)jk   @v̂@yj   C dXj=1minfh 1j;e ; h 1k;eg  @v̂@yj  ; @v̂@yk   C dXj=1minfh 1j;e ; h 1k;eg  @v@xj;e  ;and conclude (in multi-index notation)jDvj  C Xjj=jjh e jDv̂j; jDv̂j  Che Xjtj=jj jDtvj; jDv̂j  C Xjsj=jjhsejDsvj:These estimates and Theorem 4.1 implykD(v   I(k)h v);Lp(e)kp  Cmeas(e) Xjj=jjh pe kD(v̂   I(k)v̂);Lp(ê)kp Cmeas(e) Xjj=k+1 jj Xjj=jjh pe kD+ v̂;Lp(ê)kp C Xjj=k+1 jj Xjj=jjh pe Xjtj=jj Xjsj=jjhpe hspe kDs+tv;Lp(e)kp= C Xjtj=jj Xjsj=k+1 jj hspe kDs+tv;Lp(e)kp;and the theorem is proved. 2For the case d = 3, jj = k, we can prove a weaker result for all p  1.Theorem 4.3 Assume that the element e fullls the maximal angle condition and the coor-dinate system condition. Then for v 2 W k+2;p(e) the estimatekD(v   I(k)h v);Lp(e)kp  C Xk+1 jjjjk+2 jj Xjj=jjhpe kD+v;Lp(e)kp (4.8)holds for d = 2; 3; p  1, 0  jj  k + 1. 8
Proof It is sucient to treat the cases which are not covered by the previous theorem:d = 3 and jj = k. (jj > k yields the trivial case I(k)h v = 0.) Consider a linear functionalf 2  W 2;p(ê)0 with f(1) 6= 0. Thenjf(v̂)jp + jv̂;W 1;p(ê)jp + jv̂;W 2;p(ê)jp1=pis a norm, equivalent to kv̂;W 2;p(ê)k, see for example [14, x4.5]. Consequently,kv̂;Lp(ê)kp  C0@jf(v̂)jp + X1jj2 kDv̂;Lp(ê)kp1A :We proceed now as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Because of the weaker assumption f 2 W 2;p(ê)0 instead of f 2  W 1;p(ê)0 there, we can use here the same functional f , butwithout the restriction p > 2, to getkD(v̂   I(k)v̂);Lp(ê)k  C X1jj2 kD+ v̂;Lp(ê)k:The transformation from ê to e is carried out as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 2Corollary 4.4 Assume that the element e fullls the maximal angle condition and the co-ordinate system condition. Then for v 2 W k+1;p(e), I(k)h v 2 Pk(e) and m = 0; : : : ; k, theestimate jv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)jp  C Xjj=k+1 m hpe jDv;Wm;p(e)jp (4.9)holds, if d = 2 or m < k or p > 2. If v 2 W k+2;p(e) there holdsjv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)jp  C Xk+1 mjjk+2 m hpe jDv;Wm;p(e)jp (4.10)for d = 2; 3, m = 0; : : : ; k, and any p  1.Corollary 4.5 Assume that the element e fullls the maximal angle condition. Then forv 2 W k+1;p(e), I(k)h v 2 Pk(e) and m = 0; : : : ; k, the estimatejv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)j  Chk+1 m1;e jv;W k+1;p(e)j (4.11)holds, if d = 2 or m < k or p > 2. If v 2 W k+2;p(e) there holdsjv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)j  C k+2X`=k+1 h` m1;e jv;W `;p(e)j (4.12)for d = 2; 3, m = 0; : : : ; k, and any p  1.Proof If we assumed the coordinate system condition the assertion follows immediately fromCorollary 4.4. Because the seminorms remain equivalent during a rotation of the coordinatesystem, the coordinate system condition can be omitted. 2We remark that partial cases of this Corollary were proved in [4, 9, 11, 12, 19] withoutknowing the anisotropic estimates.If v has the property v 2 W r+1;p(e) with r > k (or r > k + 1) then the estimates (4.9)and (4.11) (or (4.10) and (4.12), respectively) hold true. If r < k (or r < k + 1) we shoulduse I(r)h for interpolation. Note that I(r)h u 2 Vh, too. Vh is dened in (5.2).9
5 The family of nite element spacesLet Th = feg be an admissible triangulation of 
 = Se e, that means, let properties (Th1)   (Th5) of [7, Chapter 2] be fullled. Assume that all elements of Th satisfy the maximalangle condition. Moreover, introduce the spaces V and Vh byV  W 1;20 (
)  fv 2 W 1;2(
) : vj@
 = 0g; (5.1)Vh  fv 2 V : vje 2 Pk(e) 8e 2 Thg: (5.2)The index h indicates that we are considering a family of spaces for h ! +0, h itself char-acterizes the mesh size; we can for example think of h = maxe2Th h1;e.Lemma 5.1 (Density of Vh in V ) Let u 2 V be an arbitrary function, thenlimh!+0 infvh2Vh ku  vh;W 1;2(
)k = 0:Proof The lemma is proved in [7, Theorem 3.2.3] for isotropic elements. However, thisassumption is not essential: Assume we are given an arbitrary but xed real number  > 0.From a standard density argument we can determine a function v 2 V \W 2;1(
) such thatku  v;W 1;2(
)k < 2 : (5.3)Using Corollary 4.5 we ndkv   I(1)h v;W 1;2(
)k2  Xe meas3(e)kv   I(1)h v;W 1;1(e)k2 CXe meas3(e) h21;ekv;W 2;1(e)k2 Cmaxe h21;emeas3(
)kv;W 2;1(
)k2:Thus for a suciently small mesh size we obtainkv   vh;W 1;2(
)k < 2 : (5.4)Using the triangle inequality, the assertion is proved via (5.3) and (5.4). 26 Application to convection-diusion problemsIn this section we want to review part of the investigation of the Galerkin/Least-squaresscheme which is done in [2] using the results of the previous sections. In a bounded polygonaldomain 
  IR2 we consider the second order elliptic boundary value problemL"u   "u + b  ru = f in 
 (6.1)u = 0 on @
; (6.2)with the basic assumptions(H.1) 0 < "  1, b 2 [W 1;1(
)]d, f 2 L2(
),(H.2) r  b = 0 almost everywhere in 
. 10
Problem (6.1) (6.2) is a linear(ized) diusion-convection model. In the case of large Pecletnumbers P (x)  " 1kb(x);Rdk  1 the problem is of singularly perturbed type and thesolution u may generate sharp boundary or interior layers where the solution of the limitproblem with " = 0 is not smooth or cannot satisfy the boundary condition (1.2). Theresolution of such layers is often the main interest in applications.On any family of meshes Th satisfying elementwise the maximal angle condition we in-troduce the following stabilized nite element method of Galerkin/Least-squares type:Find Uh 2 Vh; such that BSG(Uh; vh) = LSG(vh) 8vh 2 Vh: (6.3)with BSG(u; v)  "(ru;rv)
 + 12f(b  ru; v)
   (b  rv; u)
g+Xe e (L"u; L"v)e; (6.4)LSG(v)  (f; v)
 +Xe e (f; L"v)e; (6.5)and a set feg of non-negative numerical diusion parameters to be determined below. Here,(: ; :)G denotes the inner product in L2(G), G  
, and Vh is introduced in Section 5. Notethat the standard Galerkin method is received for e = 0 for all e, but its solution may suerfrom non-physical oscillations unless the mesh Peclet numbers Pe  " 1hekb; [L1(e)]2k aresuciently small. | We introduce now an energy type norm according tojjj v jjj2";  BSG(v; v) = "krv;L2(
)k2+Xe e kL"v;L2(e)k2:For the solution Uh of (6.3) the following lemmata were proven.Lemma 6.1 (Uniqueness and stability) With   maxe e there holds for the solutionUh 2 Vh and the residual L"Uh   f the estimatejjjUh jjj2"; +Xe e kL"Uh   f ;L2(e)k2  D2  C(" 1 + )kf ;L2(
)k2: (6.6)Lemma 6.2 (Strong convergence) Assume that (H.1), (H.2) and the technical conditionlimh!+0maxe fe("C2sh 2d;e + B2e " 1 + Ce)g = 0 on the parameter set feg are valid. Then thesolution Uh 2 Vh converges strongly in V to the weak solution u 2 V according tolimh!+0 jjj u  Uh jjj";0 = 0: (6.7)Lemma 5.1 was used in the proof. | In the case of smooth solutions as stated by(H.3) u 2 V \W r+1;2(
) for some r 2 IN , r  1,the following error estimates were proved using the results of Sections 3 and 4.Theorem 6.3 Let (H.1), (H.2), (H.3), as well as the maximal angle condition and thecoordinate system condition be satised. Under the assumption e  C 2s " 1h2d;e the approx-imation error can be estimated byjjj u  Uh jjj2";  Xe Ie(u); (6.8)Ie(u)  C Xjj=r 1 Xjj=1 Xjj=1Ee;; h2(+)e kD++u;L2(e)k2; (6.9)Ee;;  " + e("2h 2e + B2e ) + h2e minf" 1B2e ; 2 1e g; (6.10)provided that u 2 W r+1;2(
). 11
U(M) M 
 anisotropic element Kh;K h;KK = dist(x;M)Figure 6.1: Anisotropic mesh in the boundary layer regionThe parameter set feg is chosen by minimizing E2e with respect to e. The result isformulated in the following lemma for isotropic elements. Similar analysis an be done forelements in the layer, see [2].Lemma 6.4 The error term Ie(u) of an isotropic element e (outside the renement layerRh) with he = O(h1;e) is minimal fore = h2e"p1 + P 2e if P 2e  ~P 2e  (1 +p5)=2 (6.11)(convection dominated case), ande  h2e" if 0  Pe  ~Pe (6.12)(diusion dominated case). Hence there holdsIe(u)  C"(1 + Pe)h2re ju;W r+1;2(e)j2; (6.13)1  r  k, Pe  Behe" 1.The idea is now to construct a xed mesh with anisotropic renement in the layer regions,to use an isotropic mesh away from the layers which could be (isotropically) rened viastandard adaptive methods, and to choose h2;e in the boundary layers in such a way thatthe error term Ie(u) is equidistributed on Th. Hereby, the rst task is to detect the locationof the manifolds where the boundary and interior layers emanate. This can be accomplishedbased on a priori knowledge or a posteriori in an adaptive method, see for example [21].For simplicity we assume that a layer of thickness O(" ln 1") is located at some straightline M  
. We introduce local coordinates (; ) with  = 0 at M . As a starting point, wegenerate an orthogonal mesh via lines  = i,  = j with real numbers i, j (i = 0; : : : ; i0,j = 0; : : : ; j0) and particularly 0 = 0, i0 = d(")  " ln 1" , see Figure 6.1. We assumethat for a layer rectangle K = [i; i+1]  [i; i+1] the relation h;K  i+1   i  hK h;K  j+1   j holds close to M . The exceptions are geometric singularities (corners)of M \ @





Figure 6.2: Isoline plots for " = 10 4,  = 0 and  = 1the norm jjj : jjj"; which are uniformely valid for "! +0. The critical point is an assumptionon Sobolev norm estimates of u in the neighbourhood of M which are hard to prove.The following illustrative example is concerned with characteristic layers. Let 
 = (0; 1)2and  "u+ x2 @u@x1 = 0 in 
;u = sin(5x1) on fx 2 @
 : x2 = 0g;u = 1 elsewhere.A characteristic layer appears at M = (0; 1)  f0g, it has the thickness O(" ln 1" ) with = (2 + 2) 1. The resolution of the layer is accomplished via an anisotropic boundarylayer mesh with h = h = 1=128 and h = "h if 0    x2  " ln 1" . An isoline plotis shown in Figure 6.2 for " = 10 4,  = 0 and  = 1. The layer at x2 = 0 is obviouslyenlarged under the no-slip condition for the eld b =  x20  compared with the slip conditionb =  10  for  = 0. | We found a resolution of the boundary layer with about 48 000elements of the same quality as with an isotropic uniform mesh with about 2 million elements.7 Discussion of the maximal angle and the coordinate sys-tem conditionsIn this last section we discuss the necessity of the conditions.Lemma 7.1 If the maximal angle condition is not fullled, then Theorem 4.2 is not valid.Proof In the two-dimensional case, we consider the triangle e with the vertices (0; 0), (h1; 0),(12h1; h2), and v = x21. One can directly calculate that @@x2 (v   Ihv);L2(e)2Pjj=1 Pjj=1h2e kD+v;L2(e)k2  h51h 12h31h2 = h1h22  cot2 e !1:From this we get immediately the necessity of the maximal angle condition for the anglesof the faces of a tetrahedron. At last, consider an example where this condition is satised,13
but not the condition to the angles at the edges: For the tetrahedron with the vertices(0; 0; 0), (h; 0; 0), (0; h; 0), and (13h; 13h; h) ( > 1) and for v = x21 we ndXjj=1hpjDv;W 1;p(e)jp = (2h)pmeas3(e);Ihv = hx1   29h2 x3; @@x3 (v   Ihv);Lp(e)p = 29h2 pmeas3(e);and, consequently,  @@x3 (v   Ihv);Lp(e)pPjj=1hpjDv;W 1;p(e)jp = 19h1 p >1h!0 ! 1:We remark that the case p =1 was already considered in [12, Examples 8, 9]. 2As seen in the proof of Lemma 7.1, there are elements which satisfy the maximal anglecondition related to the triangular faces but not for the angles at the edge. Also the converseis true, see [12, Example 9]. That means, both conditions are independent.At this point we want to remark that an uncontrolable growth of the interpolation errorfor degenerate elements gives no information about the approximation error of the corre-sponding nite element method. In the literature we can nd two examples where triangleswith large angles are considered and the interpolation error in the W 1;2-norm grows to in-nity. But while in [4] the nite element error grows to innity as well, there is an examplein [1] where a modied interpolate and thus the nite element solution converge.The following numerical example underlines the necessity of the coordinate system con-dition. Consider again the unit square and "u +  10:5 !  ru = 0 in 
;u = 1 on fx 2 @
 : x1 = 0; 0:25  x2  1g;u = 0 elsewhere on @
:An interior layer emanates from the discontinuity at (0; 0:25) along the manifold M1 =fx 2 
 : x2 = 0:5x1 + 0:25g and intersects at (1; 0:75) with a boundary layer along M2 =[(0; 1) f1g] [ [f1g  (0:75; 1)]. An anisotropic mesh is constructed in the neighbourhoodof M1 and M2 similarly to the proposal in Section 6. The maximal aspect ratio is abouth;K=h;K = 240. The layers are well resolved for " = 10 4 if the coordinate system conditionis satised with respect to an orthogonal coordinate system with the -axis at M1, compareFigure 7.1(a). On the other hand, wiggles occur at M1 if the angle between M1 and the-axis is 2, see Figure 7.1(b).A Properties of the transformation to a reference elementIn this Appendix we will show that the geometrical description of nite elements by the max-imal angle condition and the coordinate system condition is sucient for the more abstractcondition (4.2) on the elements of the transformation matrix B in (4.1). For this we willsplit the transformation (4.1) into two parts:x = B1xe + ~b; xe = B2y + b2; (A.1)with B = B1B2 and ~b = b  B1b2. The notation was introduced in Sections 2 and 4.We start with the two-dimensional case, consider the reference element ê with the nodes(0; 0), (1; 0), and (0; 1), and remark that the assertion is implicitely contained in the proofof Theorem 2 of [1]. 14
(a) (b)Figure 7.1: Dependence of the resolution of an internal layer on the satisfaction of thecoordinate system condition x1x2 h1h2 0 ee1 2 0 11 y1y2 êFigure A.1: Notation and illustration of the two-dimensional case.Lemma A.1 Assume that an element e  IRd, d = 2, satises the maximal angle condition(see Subsection 4.1). Then the elements of matrix B2 = b(2)jk dj;k=1 fulll the relations0 < C1hj;e  jb(2)jj j  C2hj;e for j = 1; : : : ; d;jb(2)jk j  C minfhj;e; hk;eg for j; k = 1; : : : ; d; 9=; (A.2)Proof For simplicity we omit in the proof the upper index of the elements of the matrix(bjk instead of b(2)jk ) and the second index e (hi instead of hi;e, xi instead of xi;e). Introducethe notation as illustrated in Figure A.1 and consider rst the case  < 12h1. Bycote = cot1 cot2   1cot1 + cot2 = h2h1   (h1   )h1h2we get using e <  and Taylor's formula for p1 + 2x = h12 8<:1 vuut1 + 2 2h2h1 cote   2h2h12!9=; =  h2 cote + h1 oh2h1  Ch2:With B2 =  h1 0 h2 !the relations (A.2) can be concluded.The case  > 12h1 is traced back via a reection at x1 = 12h1 to the previous case. Notethat reections at coordinate planes and translations do not inuence condition (A.2). 215
0 01 11 11 1y1 y1y2 y2y3 y3ê1 ê2Figure A.2: Reference elements in the three-dimensional case.x1x2x3 h1h2h3 A BCDFigure A.3: Notation and illustration of Case 1 in three dimensions.In the three-dimensional case, it is necessary to consider two reference elements ê1 andê2, as given in Figure A.2. Note that anisotropic elements can have three or four edges withlength of order h1. They are mapped to ê1 and ê2, respectively.Lemma A.2 Assume that an element e  IR3 satises the maximal angle condition (seeSubsection 4.1). Then one can choose ê1 or ê2 as the reference element such that the elementsof matrix B2 = b(2)jk 3j;k=1 fulll (A.2).Proof We consider three main cases, all other cases are equivalent to one of them byreection at coordinate planes and translation.Case 1. Consider the situation as given in Figure A.3 with0 <  < h12 ;  h2 <  < h22 ; 0 <  < h12 : (A.3)(AB is the largest edge.) As in the two-dimensional case, we get from <)ACB   <  that0 <  < C h2. With the same technique we ndcot <)ADB = qh23 + 2h1   (h1   )h1qh23 + 2 ;  Cqh23 + 2: (A.4)That means immediately   Ch2 (A.5)but we will improve this later. For  we have to distinguish the cases  < 0 and  > 0, andwe will consider the angles at the edges AB and BD, respectively. Generally, an angle 'at some edge can be expressed as follows: Let n1 and n2 be the outer normals of the facesforming the edge, then cos' =   n1  n2jn1jjn2j and sin' = jn1  n2jjn1jjn2j :16
x1x2x3 h1h2h3 h1   A BC DFigure A.4: Notation and illustration of Case 2 in three dimensions.Via goniometric identities we imply for tan '2 the expressiontan '2 = 1  cos'1 + cos' = (1  cos')2sin2 ' = (jn1jjn2j+ n1  n2)2jn1  n2j2which is bounded if and only if '   < . UsingnABC = 0B@ 00 1 1CA ; nABD = 0B@ 0 h3 1CA ; nBCD = 0B@ h2h3h3(h1   )h2(h1   )  (h1   ) 1CAwe get for the case  < 0tan 2  tan 'AB2 = q2 + h23   2h23 =  h32 24s1 + h3 2 + 1352 > 4 h32 ; (A.6)consequently jj < Ch3.Using   h1h2 +   h1  h2 and pa2 + b2  maxfjaj; jbjg, we conclude for the case > 0tan 2  tan 'BD2 = q2 + h23qh22h23 + h23(h1   )2 + 2   h23(h1   ) + 2[h3(h1   ) + h3]2 + [h2h3]2 + h2h232 22h22h23 (h1   )2 + 2 + h23 =  h32 h1 + h1h2   h2   h1 i21  h1 2 +  h1 2 + h3h1 2 :With (A.3), (A.5), we nd1 + h1h2   h2   h1  C > 0 and 1  h12 +  h12 + h3h12  C:Consequently, we get  < Ch3, and with (A.4)  < Ch3. Realizing thatB2 = 0B@ h1  0 h2 0 0 h3 1CAfor the reference element ê1, condition (A.2) is concluded.Case 2: Consider the situation in Figure A.4 with (A.3) being valid again. The transfor-mation to ê2 is xe = 0B@ h1   0 h2 0 0 h3 1CA y;17
x1x2x3 h1h2h3  + h2   A BCDFigure A.5: Notation and illustration of Case 3 in three dimensions.and as above one can show relation (A.2): <)ACB   <  and <)ADB   <  lead to  Ch2 and   Cqh23 + 2  Ch2; (A.7)respectively. For  < 0, we get jj  Ch3 from (A.6). For  > 0, we use nABD = (0; h3; )T ,nADC = ( h2h3; h3; )T with   h2(h1   )  , and ndtan 2  tan 'AD2 = q2 + h23qh22h23 + 2h23 + 2 + h23   2[h3 + h3]2 + [h2h3]2 + h2h232 22h22h23 (h1   )2 + 2 + h23 =  h32 h21h22 h1  h1   h1 h2 i2h21h22 1  h12 +  h1 2 + h3h12 :With (A.3) and (A.7) we conclude that jj < Ch3 and  < Ch3.Case 3: The situation is illustrated in Figure A.5 and we assume0   < h12 ; 0    h22 ; 0   +   h12 : (A.8)The transformation to ê1 isxe = 0B@ h1       h2  h2  0 0 h3 1CA y + 0B@ h20 1CA :From <)ACB   <  and <)ADB   <  we get   Ch2 and +  Ch2. Furthermore,we consider 'AD: Using nABD = (0; h3; h2  )T , nADC = ( h2h3; h3; )T ,   h2 + ,we obtaintan 2  tan 'AD2 = qh23 + (h2   )2qh22h23 + 2h23 + 2   h23 + (h2   )2h22h23 ( + )2 + (h2   )2 + h23 (h2   )2( + )2 + (h2   )2 + h23  2h22h23 = (12h2)2Ch22  2h22h23 :Consequently, it is jj = jh2 + j  Ch2h3: (A.9)Additionally, we consider 'BD: Using nABD = (0; h3; h2   )T , nBCD = (h2h3; h3(h1  ); h1   )T ,  as before, we obtaintan 2  tan 'BD2 18
= qh23 + (h2 )2qh22h23 + (h1 )2h23 + (h1 )2   (h1 )h23 + (h2 )(h1 )2h22h23 (h1      )2 + (h2   )2+ h23 (h2   )2(h1   )2h22h23 (h1      )2 + (h2   )2+ h23  (12h2)2(h1   )2Ch21h22h23 = 1C  h3   h2h32 ;that means h2h3  rC tan 2  h3  h2h3 +rC tan 2 ;and with (A.9)   Ch3. Consequently, (A.9),   Ch2, and   Ch3 lead to   Ch3.Other cases: The situations C = (; h2; 0), D = (; ; h3), and C = (h1   ; h2; 0),D = (h1  ; ;h3), (A.3) being valid in each case, are equivalent to Case 1; C = (; h2; 0),D = (h1   ; ; h3), and C = (h1   ; h2; 0), D = (; ;h3), (A.3) being valid as well,are traced back to Case 2; C = (; h2; 0), D = (; h2   ; h3), and C = (h1   ; h2; 0),D = (h1 ; h2 ;h3), (A.8) being valid in these cases, are equivalent to Case 3. Note thatthere are no further cases. Particularly, a situation as C = (; h2; 0),D = (h1 ; h2 ;h3),is impossible because 'AD ! . 2Lemma A.3 Assume that an element e  IRd, d = 2; 3, satises the coordinate systemcondition (see Section 2). Then the elements of matrix B1 = b(1)jk dj;k=1 satisfy the relations0 < C1  jb(1)jj j  C2 for j = 1; : : : ; d;jb(1)jk j  Chj;e=hk;e for k = 1; : : : ; j   1; j = 2; : : : ; d;jb(1)jk j  Chk;e=hj;e for k = j + 1; : : : ; d; j = 1; : : : ; d: 9>>=>>; (A.10)Proof We give here the proof for d = 3; in the two-dimensional case the proof is similar.B1 is a product of three matrices B11, B12, B13, describing rotations:B11 = 0B@ 1 0 00 cos 1;e sin 1;e0   sin 1;e cos 1;e 1CA ; B12 = 0B@ cos 2;e 0 sin 2;e0 1 0  sin 2;e 0 cos 2;e 1CA ;B13 = 0B@ cos 3;e sin 3;e 0  sin 3;e cos 3;e 00 0 1 1CA :Using (2.1) and j cos i;ej  C (i = 1; : : : ; d) one can compute (A.10). 2Theorem A.4 One can choose a reference element such that the elements of the matrixB = B1B2 satises the relations (4.2). In two dimensions the reference element can bechosen as in Figure A.1, in three dimensions we use two reference elements, see Figure A.2.Proof The rst relation in (4.2) is a consequence of Lemmata A.1 { A.3. The secondrelation can be proved via the explicit formula for the coecients of the inverse matrix B 1.2Acknowledgement. The rst author was supported by DFG (German Research Foun-dation), No. La 767-3/1. The calculations were done by A. Kapurkin and D. Wei at theUniversity of Magdeburg. All this help and support is gratefully acknowledged.19
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